
LIVE STREAMING APP

What is CamStreamer App
CamStreamer App is a smart application that runs 
onboard of an AXIS IP camera and streams live video 
right to YouTube, Facebook, Vimeo and any other 
RTMP, HLS, SRT MPEG-TS streaming platforms.

Key benefits
Embedded in camera; No PC needed; Easy configuration; Many protocols and 
platforms | Multiple streams | Excellent video quality | PTZ camera tours | Digital 
auto-tracking | Local live audio, network audio or MP3 local audio loop | Time 
schedules | Stream triggers | CamStreamer API | Controlled by hardware button 
(rocker switch) ... check all at www.camstreamer.com

FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS SOLUTION DIFFICULTY

How CamStreamer App works
CamStreamer App leverages the power of an AXIS IP 
camera and sends live video right to your streaming 
platform. No need for an extra computer, public IP 
address or complex configurations.

Converts video provided by the 
cameras into a protocol that 
platforms such as YouTube, 
Facebook, Vimeo, DaCast, etc. 
can work with.

Packs video to RTMP, SRT, MPEG-
TS, HLS transport protocols. 
Works with H.264 and MPEG-2 
codecs.

API commands to START/STOP 
streams from a browser, mobile or 
any hardware button connected 
with AXIS camera via a cable.

For anyone who wants to stream 
online over the internet – tourist 
centers, zoos, for birdwatching, 
cities, sports and social events, 
churches, yoga etc.

Anyone who has specific needs for 
codec or transport protocol. For 
example TV stations, traffic police, 
camera aggregators, etc. 

For anyone who wants control 
the streams via API or remotely 
without any special development.

EASY 
- Can be done by end-user

MEDIUM 
- For advanced users, 
resellers or system 
integrators

MEDIUM
- For advanced users, 
resellers or system 
integrators

Online streams to 
platforms such as 
YouTube, Facebook, 
Vimeo, DaCast, etc. 

Conversion of 
video provided by 
the camera into a 
different format 
and distribution via 
 a selected protocol.

Remote live stream 
control via API or 
I/O HW buttons.

One-time payment 
for life-time license 
with 1 year of support

$299 or 269 €

LIVE

One-time payment for life-time 

license with 1 year of support

$299 or 269 €

START YOUR FREE
30-DAY TRIAL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpYSEFLCNtk&feature=emb_title


LIVE STREAMING APP

USE CASE

CASE STUDY

Live stream from Prague
International Design Festival 2019

Rescued koalas in Brisbane 
streamed live via CamStreamer App

The Church of St. Cyril and 
Methodius streams services online

DO NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT US, IN CASE OF ANY QUESTIONS!

sales@camstreamer.com support@camstreamer.com

How can you 

CONTACT US?                                                 

Holy Spirit Catholic Church and 
tailor-made live stream solution Making assistance a lifestyle

Live surfing camera at the 
beach in Petten, Netherlands

Eagles.org – streaming the 
living symbol of American freedom

Broadcast live with the push of a 
single button

Rescue station for animals in Makov
Moving lubricating 
tram broadcasting live video

Facebook integration

How to set up scheduling and 
triggering in CamStreamer App

YouTube integration Solution for Places of worship 

Learn more about our 

APPS IN ACTION                                           

https://camstreamer.com/getfile/455/case-study_event_Designblok2019
https://camstreamer.com/getfile/455/case-study_event_Designblok2019
https://camstreamer.com/index.php?file_id=501&filename=case-study_animals_KoalaTV&a=getFile&p=PublicWeb
https://camstreamer.com/index.php?file_id=501&filename=case-study_animals_KoalaTV&a=getFile&p=PublicWeb
https://camstreamer.com/resources/case-study_church-pdf
https://camstreamer.com/resources/case-study_church-pdf
https://camstreamer.com/resources/case-study_catholic_church
https://camstreamer.com/resources/case-study_catholic_church
https://camstreamer.com/getfile/385/case-study_event_Assistance
https://camstreamer.com/getfile/392/case-study_surfing_Petten
https://camstreamer.com/getfile/392/case-study_surfing_Petten
https://camstreamer.com/getfile/377/case-study_animals_Eagles
https://camstreamer.com/getfile/377/case-study_animals_Eagles
https://camstreamer.com/resources/livestreambutton-pdf
https://camstreamer.com/resources/livestreambutton-pdf
https://camstreamer.com/getfile/380/case-study_animals_Rescue-station-Makov
https://camstreamer.com/getfile/382/case-study_city_Lubricating-tram
https://camstreamer.com/getfile/382/case-study_city_Lubricating-tram
https://camstreamer.com/resources/facebook-pdf
https://camstreamer.com/resources/scheduling-pdf
https://camstreamer.com/resources/scheduling-pdf
https://camstreamer.com/resources/youtube-pdf
https://www.camstreamer.com/resources/churches-customers-pdf
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https://www.use-ip.co.uk/camstreamer-streaming-application.html

